We show that the expected number of real zeros of the nth degree polynomial with real independent identically distributed coefficients with common characteristic function φ(z) = e −A(ln |1/z|) −a for 0 < |z| < 1 and φ(0) = 1, φ(z) ≡ 0 for 1 |z| < ∞, with 1 < a and A a (a−1) , is (a − 1)/(a − 1 2 ) log n asymptotically as n → ∞.
1.
Introduction. Probability theory has long been used to study the relationship between the coefficients of a polynomial and its roots. For example, the expected number of real zeros of a polynomial of degree n, with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) coefficients, whose common characteristic function is φ(z) = e −A|z| α , is known to be asymptotic to c(α) log n as n → ∞, where c(2) = 2/π, c(0 + ) = 1, and c(α) decreases in 0 < α 2. If we allow the characteristic function φ(z) to be a Pólya-type characteristic function, i.e., φ is symmetric, real, decreasing, and convex in z 0, one might expect that the expected number of real zeros will be asymptotic to c(φ) log n, where c(φ) depends only on the behavior of φ(z) near z = 0. One would believe, because of the above results, that c(φ) would increase as the cusp of φ(z) at z = 0 becomes sharper, that is, as the common symmetric coefficient random variables have longer tails. But a surprising recent theorem of Zaporozhets [12] , [15] shows that there are long-tailed symmetric φ's where the expected number of real zeros is bounded. Thus, as the tails get longer, or as the cusp gets sharper, there must eventually be a decrease in the expected number of real roots, despite the fact that within the stable class longer tails imply more real zeros. In light of this paradoxical situation, one would like to be able to calculate c(φ) for some Pólya-type characteristic function with a sharper cusp than e −|z| α for any α. Kac [4] and Rice [8] gave analytic formulas for the expected number of real zeros in terms of an arbitrary φ, but it has been difficult to obtain c(φ) from their formulas for any characteristic function except those with a cusp like that of e −|z| α because the method to obtain c(α) used the "Frullani methodology", which works only for the stable case, e −A|z| α . Zaporozhets used other methods to obtain his result. Here we circumvent the use of Frullani's formula, and that enables us to move forward. This paper calculates c(φ) for the two-parameter subclass of the Pólya characteristic functions, those of the form
and φa,A(0) = 1, φa,A(z) ≡ 0, |z| 1, which is of Pólya type for A a a−1 , a 1, but is not infinitely divisible. We show that the expected number of real zeros of the n-th degree polynomial with i.i.d. coefficients with characteristic function φa,A is, asymptotically, c(φa,A) log n as n → ∞, where c(φa,A) = C(a) depends only on a and is given (for a > 1) by
At first, this looks formidable and suitable for numerics, as in [10] , but this complicated expression collapses to a simple form, as we will show, namely, to
We can draw two interesting conclusions from this formula. 1. The case a = 1 + "verifies" Zaporozhets' theorem, although his conclusion is much stronger than ours; our examples only give that the limiting expected number of real zeros is < ε log n, while his example, obtained by a different, nonconstructive method, gives a bounded expected number of real zeros. It appears at first somewhat strange that the zero appears at a = 1, rather than at a = 0 + , but this was foreshadowed by Ibragimov and Zaporozhets [13] , who showed that if E | log X| = ∞, then there are few complex zeros near the unit circle.
2. As a → ∞, the limiting expected number of real zeros is unity times log n, which meets the stable case at α = 0 + ; i.e., C(∞) = c(0 + ) = 1. As we run through the stables, from α = 2 down to α = 0 + , c(α) increases from 2/π to unity; then if we continue to run though the special Pólya class φa,A from a = ∞− down to a = 1 + (for any A(a) a (a−1) ), C(a) decreases from unity to zero; then, putting the two runs together, we get a running class of ever sharper characteristic functions, and hence ever longer tails. In the first part of the run the expected number of real zeros increases, but in the second part, the expected number of real zeros decreases. The maximum mean number of zeros along this path occurs only in a limiting sense at the transition, α = 0 + , for c(α), and a = ∞ − , for C(a), since c(0+) = C(∞−) = 1. Of course it is possible that there is another surprise ahead, and that the number of real zeros is not just a function of the cuspiness of the characteristic function or of the fatness of the tails, but since we have now gotten the complete range of cusps and tails, it seems likely that further surprises will not appear. Descartes' rule of signs seems incapable of foretelling the constant × log n behavior, which we propose to call the "Kac phenomenon" because he set out to shed light on Descartes' rule of signs by applying probability theory.
It would be interesting to know whether any other c(φ) 1 is possible for some characteristic function. Indeed, from the above result, one is tempted to conjecture that the answer is negative; i.e., for any characteristic function the expected number of real zeros is always less than log n, i.e., c(φ) 1 for all φ. Further, one is tempted to conjecture that the maximum is not achieved; indeed the "pseudodensity" at the common limit, a → ∞, α → 0, in some formal sense, is
in both limiting cases, though of course this f is not a density. On the other hand, one would think there is a density that achieves the limiting constant, unity. Namely, a density such as
which tends to zero faster than any power |x| −a+1 but more slowly than any of the form C/(|x|(log |x|) a+1 ). We can make a Pólya function whose density has this behavior, for example, if 0 < γ < 1, b > 0, a > 0, and A is sufficiently large; then for 0 < |z| < 1, set
and let φ(0) = 1, and φ(z) = 0, for |z| 1. This ought to have c(φ) = 1, since it lies in the "intersection domain" of both results, but the calculations carried out below for φa,A seem to be difficult for this case; see, however, the last section for more details.
Another conjecture which is suggested by the results of this paper is that for Pólya characteristic functions with sharper cusps than any of φa,A, the expected number of real zeros is o(log n). This last conjecture was again foreshadowed by Ibragimov and Zaporozhets [13] , which showed, as mentioned above, that if E log |X| = ∞, where X is the random variable of each i.i.d. coefficient, then there are relatively few complex zeros of magnitude close to one. This result was very helpful to us in finding our way to the results here because it indicates that a = 1 is the value of the parameter in φa,A, where one might expect o(log n) real zeros.
It is tempting to assume that if any smooth, symmetric density f (x) ∼ A/(x(log x) a+1 ) as x → ∞ with a > 1, then the expected number of real zeros will be asymptotically C(a) log n with C(a) = (a − 1)/(a − 1/2); i.e., the density does not have to be exactly the density of φa,A(z). Ibragimov and Maslova [11] proved the analogous statement in the stable case, and we will use their result in a later section along with a big gap condensation argument to show that there are Pólya-type characteristic functions, φ, that do not have a limiting constant, c(φ).
There certainly is a mystery that still needs to be explored. Why does the number of real zeros increase and then decrease with the fatness of the tails? Of course one might say that something else besides the fatness of the tails might be involved, but the fatness does seem to tell the whole story since the examples we have seem to cover the entire set of possibilities, assuming that the above "domain of attraction" results will be proven to be valid. Perhaps it has to do with fact that in the case when
all but a few of the coefficients are negligible with respect to the largest ones (in absolute value), which perhaps is all that matters.
2.
Real zeros. Kac [4] started the use of exact probabilistical methods to explore the complicated connection between the coefficients of a polynomial and the number of its real roots. He solved a problem posed by Littlewood and Offord by finding the exact asymptotics of the expected number of real zeros when the coefficients are i.i.d. zero mean normal and independent (which he argued [5] has some philosophical significance, although see footnote below 1 ) then the expected number of real roots is asymptotically (2/π) log n for large n. This was generalized by Erdös and Offord to zero mean Bernoulli coefficients with the same result, and by others for any i.i.d. coefficients in the domain of attraction of the normal law, i.e., with zero mean and finite variance. Later it was shown [10] that if the finite variance condition is dropped, then other behavior is possible: the expected number of real zeros of a polynomial whose coefficients are i.i.d. and symmetric stable with parameter 0 < α 2 is known to be asymptotic to c(e −|z| α ) log n as n → ∞, where
Ibragimov and Maslova [11] showed that if the common symmetric density, f (x), is in the domain of attraction of the stable law, essentially if f (x) ∼ const ·x −(a+1) as a → ∞, then c(φ) exists and is equal to c(e −|z| α ). For additional results and background on zeros of random polynomials, see [1] , [14] .
Pólya's class of characteristic functions. Pólya's criterion is that a function
0 is continuous, nonnegative, decreasing, and convex, with φ(0) = 1 is a characteristic function [2, Chap. 15. 2a, p. 509].
Pólya's theorem may be extended a bit as follows. Call a characteristic function strongly Pólya if φ(z) = e −ψ(z) , where ψ(0) = 1, and ψ is even, increasing, and concave. Such a φ is Pólya because φ (z)/φ(z) = −ψ (z), and
The converse is false, since the left side may be positive without ψ being concave, as the example φa,A(z) shows. It is easy to check that φa,A is of Pólya type if a > 0, and A a a−1 . Remark 1. There is a number A0(a) a a−1 , for which A A0 implies that φa,A is Pólya, but we do not know what A0(a) is exactly. We can say that A0(a) is strictly greater than zero, because φa,A is not infinitely divisible. This is because for sufficiently small A, it is not a characteristic function since infinitely divisible characteristic functions have no zeros, and φa,A(z) = 0 for |z| 1.
Remark 2. It is clear that a strong Pólya characteristic function is infinitely divisible, since ψ/n has the same properties as ψ. Conversely, if φ ε is Pólya for every ε > 0, then φ is strongly Pólya because if
is nonnegative for every z > 0 and ε > 0, then it follows that φ /φ − (φ /φ) 2 0 and so − log φ is concave.
Remark 3. To find the behavior of the density of φa,A, we write
Note that for large x, crudely replacing 1 − cos (xz) with 1 2 , we get the very rough estimate,
The Kac-Rice formula for the expected number of real zeros of a random
polynomial with i.i.d. coefficients with an arbitrary symmetric characteristic function. Let Nn(a, b, φ) denote the number of real zeros in the interval a < t < b of the polynomial Xn(t) = n 0 ξ k t k , where the coefficients ξ k are i.i.d. with common characteristic function on φ(z). Kac [5] introduced the use of probabilistic methods to gain understanding of the complicated relationship between the real coefficients of a polynomial and the number of its real zeros by studying the expected number of its real zeros in the case when the coefficients are i.i.d. random variables with common characteristic function
At about the same time, Kac [5] and Rice [8] gave slightly different formulas for the expected number of zeros of a general stochastic process. If the stochastic process is a random polynomial, Kac realized that the formula can be obtained for the expected number of real zeros of the polynomial. Kac's formula leads [7] to the following neat general formula for the expectation of Nn−1(a, b, φ) , in terms of the expected density, fn, of zeros (Kac used n − 1; we will use n);
where the expected density, fn−1(t, φ), is given by
This formula for the expected number of real zeros is slightly different from Rice's formula used in [9] , [10] and seems to be better suited for the general problem, although for the case of the stables treated in [9] , [10] the formula of Rice appeared to be better suited.
The advantage of Kac's formula is that there is no need to take a limit on a small parameter, ε, as in [9] , [10] , though Rice's method, used in [9] , [10] , also gives a usable formula, and the convergence of Kac's formula is also similarly delicate and nonabsolute. In Rice's formula, one needs to supply a term which depends heavily on φ (the A, B in [9] , [10] ). This is avoided if one uses Kac's approach. Kac's approach could have been used in [9] , [10] , but the formula based on (3) seems less simple for that case. In the last analysis either method works as well; the difference in the Kac and Rice approaches should not be overly emphasized.
Returning to Kac's formula for E Nn(a, b) and fn(t), above, we want to compute for the given characteristic function, φa,A(z), the limit
where E Nn is given as in (2), (3). If we make the substitution in (3), η = ξt/v, and do some rearranging (though one has to be careful about convergence -Kac's integral is a "principal value"), we have for any real φ,
The trick is to find where the contribution to the expected number of roots in this integral is coming from in (t, ξ, v) space. We first quickly review the stable case, because this case is similar but more difficult. For the stable case, both the Kac and Rice approaches give the same answer for c = c(α). We sketch the derivation based on (3); for the similar derivation based on (4), see [10] . One first shows [10] that the expected number of zeros in [0, 1 − δ] ∪ [1 − t/n, 1] is bounded in n. Then it follows from (3) that E Nn(−∞, ∞) is given by
Now one proceeds, similarly to [10] , by making the substitutions, t = e −x/(nα) , ξ = nv/x, and η α = (ux α /n α )x/n, comparing Riemann sums with integrals, and taking a limit to obtain
This agrees with the formula for c(α) in [10] , namely,
If one uses the Frullani integral,
which holds for any bounded continuous function, f , which falls off to zero fast enough for convergence at infinity, as is easy to see, we can evaluate the former expression as
To show that both formulas give the same value for c(α), use the simple formula that
Unfortunately, unless we are in the stable case, neither (3) nor (4) is a Frullani integral, which is why the problem is more difficult in the case of φa,A(z).
We write from the general formula above for φ = φa,A, noting that the integral on ξ only goes up to ξ = 1 because φa,A vanishes outside this range and the j = 0 term makes the product zero,
Choose α = exp{−δ 1−1/a }, β = exp{−(T /n) 1−1/a }, and make the substitutions
Note that dt t = − 1 − 1 a n x 
where χ = 1 or χ = 0 according as every argument that gets raised to the −ath power is positive or not, i.e., for every 0 j n,
For all points, χ will be equal to one in the limit n → ∞ because the term x/n is going to zero. If we set x/n = ε to simplify notation and set θ = (z + jx/n) −1 log |1 + jx/(nw)|, we can write We now expand the term [1 − χ exp{. . .}] into a power series in ε and, together with the term (n/x) 2 = 1/ε 2 in the integrand of the expression for E Nn(α, β) = E Nn(α, β, φ) , we get that
If we now use the identity 0 = ∞ 0 dw log |1 − w −2 |, also mentioned above, then the R/ε term integrates to zero in w, and so drops out, and we can pass to the limit to get E Nn exp{−δ 1−1/a }, exp − T n
Note that we have used the fact that nδ T dx x = log n + O (1) to replace the integral on x by log n. But this means that we must replace x by ∞ in the remaining integrals over z and w. This is exactly analogous to the calculation in [9] , [10] . We next allow δ → ∞, so that we have E Nn(0, 1) = lim δ→∞ E Nn(e −δ 1−1/a , 1).
To get E Nn(−∞, ∞) we have to multiply by 4 because E Nn(0, 1) = E Nn(1, ∞), as we see by letting t be replaced by 1/t, and because E Nn(0, ∞) = E Nn(−∞, 0), as we see by letting t be replaced by −t. We thus have
which is easily seen to be the same as (1) . In order to reduce C(a) to C(a) = c(φa,A) = (a − 1)/(a − 1/2), we use the identity
and now simple calculations finish the proof. The last identity can be proved in several ways and surely is well known although we could not find it in the standard tables. A proof can be based on the singular value Fourier transform of fy(x) = log |1 − y/x| as follows: 
